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Kaixing Introduction

        To meet people"s requirement on outdoor furnishing, Ningbo Kaixing Leisure Products Co., Ltd 

 was found in 2007. As only ten year passed, we keep on moving our steps through improving our quality

of products with competitive price. 

        In order to fill in the new market segment, we have built a new plant which has more than 10,000 square

meters. Together with an energetic management team, a creative R&D team, a scrupulous QC team and

professional experienced workers, KAIXING is offering products with stylish design and refined handcraft

all over the world. Based on our good quality, high efficiency is also one of our concerns. Therefore, our new

plant with new production line can  ensure that your orders will be finished in shorter lead time and also with

customer-friendly prices.

Philosophy: We are not only making one piece of a stylish chair or table, but a kind of life style, a kind

of life attitude, that let full kiss the sunshine, as much as one likes hug the natural. 
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HB41.9553

01

9 pcs outdoor dining set

loading ablity: 56sets in 40HQ
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02 03

HB21.9333

HB41.2652

7pcs outdoor bar set

loading ablity: 112sets in 40HQ

4pcs patio sofa set

loading ablity: 100sets in 40HQ

KX-design
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04 05

A001A

HB41.2654

7pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 99sets in 40HQ

KX-design

5pcs small dining set

loading ablity: 109sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9567

HB21.0395

4pcs patio sofa set

loading ablity: 81sets in 40HQ

9pcs patio dining set

loading ablity: 120sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9519-3

HB21.9130

4pcs alu sofa set

loading ablity: 85sets in 40HQ

HB41.9519

5pcs dining set 

loading ablity: 135sets in 40HQ
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10 11

HB41.9541

HB21.9131

5pcs outdoor dining set

loading ablity: 182sets in 40HQ

5pcs sofa set

loading ablity: 70sets sets in 40HQ

KX-design
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12 13

HB41.9546

HB21.9205

7pcs patio dining set 

loading ablity: 102sets in 40HQ

5pcs small dining set

loading ablity: 200sets in 40HQ
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14 15

HB41.9510

HB21.9206

4pcs small sofa set

loading ablity: 130sets in 40HQ

7pcs outdoor dining set

loading ablity: 150sets in 40HQ
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HB21.9207 HB41.2621

9pscs outdoor dining set

loading ablity: 125sets in 40HQ

3pcs louge sofa set

loading ablity: 115sets in 40HQ
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18 19

HB41.2622

HB41.2648-1

4pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 91sets in 40HQ

6pcs patio sofa set

loading ablity: 100sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9105

HB41.91415pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 150sets in 40HQ 4pcs patio sofa set

loading ablity: 176sets in 40HQ
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22 23

HB41.9162 HB41.9167

5pcs outdoor sofa set 

loading ablity: 120sets in 40HQ

7pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 70sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9193

HB41.9392

4pcs patio sofa set

loading ablity: 149 sets in 40HQ

4pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 235sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9504
HB41.9506

6pcs patio dining set

loading ablity: 84 sets in 40HQ

3pcs louge sofa set

loading ablity: 120sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9511

HB41.9512

4pcs small sofa set

loading ablity: 227sets in 40HQ

4pcs patio sofa set 

loading ablity: 146sets in 40HQ
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HB41.9514

HB41.9518

4pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 103sets in 40HQ

4pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 137sets in 40HQ
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32 33

HB41.9516

10pcs outdoor dining set 

loading ablity: 72sets in 40HQ

HB09185pcs outdoor sunbed

loading ablity: 175sets in 40HQ

KX-design
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34 35

HB41.9542

4pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 63sets  in 40HQ

KX-design

HB41.9105-4 7pcs outdoor sofa set 

loading ablity :103sets in 40HQ

HB41.9550

outdoor rattan sofa

loading ablity: 163sets in 40HQ
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681693-2 7618 JJB050 L0517

9028-1

JJB040

2239 L0705

8053

3045-8

8019

HB41.9543

5pcs outdoor sofa set

loading ablity: 42sets  in 40HQ

wicker and fabric sample only for reference ,pls check with factory if any question
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